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Knowledge management might be ..hot', as of today, but

successful managers have always rcalized its value. Iong before terms
such as expert systems, core competencies, best practices, lewning
otgotbation and corporate memory were in vogue, these managers
knew that their company's key asset was not its buildings, its market
share, or its products, but it lay in its people, their knowledge, and skills.
After having tried everything else-from the greatest products and the
best technolory to virtual monopolies-in their respective markets, more
businesses have finally come to the realization that the only sustainable
sourpe of competitive advantage is their knowledge. Knowledge and
knowledge management are lofty concepts- debated by academics and
managers and even doubted by some analysis-one that only a few
businesses have mastered. Knowledge is fluid mix of framed experience,
values, contextual information, expert insight and grounded intuition ttrat
provides an environment and framework for evaluating and incorporating
new experiences and information. It originates and is applied in the minds
of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded not only in
documents or repositories but also in organizational routines, processes,
practices and norms. The Knowledge management can be extended to
"management of organizational knowledge for creating business value
and generating a competitive advantage." Knowledge management
enables Ore creation, communication and application of knowledge of all
kinds to achieve business goals. Kirk Klasson elucidates, ..Knowledge

management is the ability to create and retain greater value from core
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business competencies." Knowledge management addresses business
problems particularto yourbusiness-whether it is creating and delivering
innovative products or services; managing and enhancing relationships
with existing and new customers, partrers and suppliers or administering
and improving work practices and processes. Knowledge management
is a framework within which the organization views its processes as
knowledge processes.

Knowledge is : "Justified true belief: This is the venerable definition of
many philosophers, especially of empiricists who believe knowledge
claims can be justified by facts. It also is the definition adopted byNonaka
and Takeuchi.'lnformation in contexf': This is a definition that may have
its roots in Cartesian rationalist epistemology. In that conceptual
frameworl<, its import is that a knowledge claim is valid if it fits without
contradiction and adds to the systematic coherence of a larger
framework of knowledge. That is, the rationalist view that knowledge is
information in context and that context is rvhat makes it knowledge derives
from the more complete idea that information is justified as knowledge
when it is coherent with a larger deductive system within nihich it fits. h this
formulation, the validity criterion and the theory of truth are the same.
They form a coherence theory of truth and validation, rrhere coherence
means that a knowledge claim is consistent with its broader context.
In other words, according to the cartesian rationalist version of the
information in context view, information is knowledge vfien and if(because)
it is validated by consistencywith its context "Knowledge is understanding
based on experience":

Ilpes of Knowledge
Ertemalized Knowledge: Knowledge is complex and initially tacit;
however, it can be externalized and embedded in a company's products
and processes. one of the aspects of tacit knowledge is the cognitive
dimension that comFrises beliefs, ideals, values, schemata, and mental
models that are deeply ingrained in participants, often taken for granted
by the possessors. while this cognitive componen! like any other aspect
of tacit knowledge, is difficult to articulate, it shapes the perception of
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the participants- This cognitive component should be extracted to retain
context and fullness ofthe captured explicit knowledge.
Multilocational Knowledge: Knowledge might be resident both within
the organization and outside it. Knowledge management encompasses
activities surrounding the integration of this knowledge from different
sources in different forms and maintaining it. Knowledge management
creates value by actively leveraging the know-how, experience, and
judgement resident within and outside an or organization..
Migratoly Knowledge: Migratory Knowledge is knowledge that is
independent of its owner or creator. As knowledge becomes more and
extensively codified, its capacityto move increases. codification implies
some kind of capture - in documents, databases, pictures, illustrations,
spreadsheets on a dislg e-mails, video tapes, or on a Web pages on the
corporate intranet. codification however does not implythat capture has
to be electronic.

Three tr'undamental Steps: Three basic steps are involved in the
knowledge and learningprocess. Taking a closer look at these three basic
steps, which many rcsearchers likeNonaka and Takeuchi have expanded
will give us a better feel for what type of infonnation technolory
functionality will support this effort. These three fundamental steps,
illushated.

Knowledgeacquisition

Knowledgesharing Knowledgeutilization
KnowledgeAcquisition: Knowledge acquisition is not to be confused
with information acquisition. Knowledge acquisition is the process of
development and creation of insights, skills, and relationships. Formula
wtren an experienced stockb,rokercan see tretnend line oncomputer monitor
and tell which way the market is headed - tha! an example of intuition or
acquired knowledge.It is the tlpe of knowledge in which infonnation
technolory components surrounding this process need to focus. Data-
capture tools with fittering abilitieq inte[igent databases, ke5fuoard sannery
cross Pad tlpe note-capfure tools and electronic white boads are examples
of information technolory components that can support knowledge
acquisition.
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Knowledge sharing: Knowledge sharing is the next component. As
figure l.l I shows, this stage comprises disseminating and making available
what is already known. An expert system that helps a novice technical
support person answer tech support calls at the help desks ofMicrosoft is a
good example ofknowledge that is being sharedwiththatperson.
Knowledge Management: Knowledge management is knowledge
process management; that is, the managementofknowledge production,
knowledge integration, the knowledge life cycle and their immediate
outcomes can be defined as "the harnessing of a company's collective
expertise wherever it resides and the distibution of that expertise to the
right people at the right time. It is not a product but a process - the
process of gathering managing and sharing employeesl knowledge
r,evels of Knowledge Management: w'e mean to distinguish multiple
levels of KM process activity arranged in a hierarchy by levels of
knowledge management interaction. In principre, and, at least with respect
to knowledge production, the hierarchy has an infinite number of levels.
The hierarchy is generated by considerations similar to those specified
by Behxand Russell in his theory of types, and Gregory Bateson in his
theory of leaming and communication.
Knowledge Management - Resources: Knowledge Management is
a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying managing
and sharing all ofan enterprise's information assets. These information
assets may include.

. database

' documents

' policiesandprocedures,and

' previously unarticulated and experience resident in individual
workers.

Processes And Functions of Knowlwdge
Management: Knowledge management issues include developing,
implementing and maintaining the appropriate technical and organizational
infrastructures to enable knowledge sharing and selecting specific
contibuting technologies and vendors. Knowledge managementrequires
technolory, business statery, and people. It is the process of capturing
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the collective knowledge ofthe organization, analping it and hansforming
it into easily recognizable forms for mass consumption, and
communicating the results to the organization by means of a readily
accessible vehicle-
BASIC ACITVITIES OF KNOWLEDGE IVIANAGEMENT: It is
the breadth of knowledge management processes, we mean the extent
to which all ofthemajorKM activities are implemented atany specified
KM level of the enterprise. So what are these major KM activities?
Here is a conceptual framework that Enterprise KM activities may be
usefully categorized according to a scheme oftask clusters which, with
some additions and charges, generally follows Mintzberg. we use
Mintzberg's categorization of activities because it was developed from
an extensive empirical study ofmanagerial behaviour. These include:

changing knowledge processing rules
' crisishandling
. allocatingKMresources
' Negotiating agreement with representatives of other business

processes

' We are speci$ing these areas of KM activity under following
headings.

Need For Knowledge Management
Why do we need to manage knowledge? Macintosh of the

Artificial Intelligence Applications Institute university of Edinburgh, has
written a '?osition Paper on Knowledge Asset Management". According
to this, the need for knowledge management is as follows:

' Anywork is infonnation and knowledge based.
. Drganizations compete on the basis ofknowledge.
' Lack of time to experience and acquire knowledge.
. Need to manage increasing complexity.
. Need for life-long learning is an inevitable reality.
' To remain aligned with the dyna,ically changing needs ofthe

environment.
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Evolution of Knowledge Manage6slf- Knowledge has become a
greater fac"tor ofproduction than lan( labour, and capital and the evolution
of knowledge management is perhaps the most straightforward
mechanism for delineating its components. The use ofterm .Knowledge

Management' is a recent phenomena fully matured in mid 1990. The
term appeared first in the context of Library and Information work.
Marchand in 1985, then the Dean, ofthe School oflnformation Studies
at Syracuse, University, UK coined it in the 1980. In the initial stage of
evolution of concept knowledge management had only two basic
components.

lVhy Knowledge Management? : Knowledge has become a much
greater factor ofproduction than land labour, and capital. The increasing
dimensions in KM have given emphasis on promoting rewarding pooling
together ofknowledge resources (i.e., documents, experiences, expertise,
etc). The under mentioned reasons justiff the need of Knowledge
Management.

' Knowledge is the basic input to all kinds of services and
considered as the prime mover of the society.

' Knowledge helps to cope up with changes in redesigns, re-
expanding, and re- casting the production and services,

' Knowledge sharing isthenatural next step.to infonnation sharing
for the maximum utilization of resources.

' Knowledge Management combing dissimilar resources to
provide innovative products in multiple marke6.

Knowledge Management Tools - The present century is the age of
digital nervous systern, which aims is leveragingthetwo+ore revolutions-
PC and the Internet. Therefore, the Knowledge Management became
imperative as the World moves from industrial economy to knowledge
economy; the role of effective Knowledge Management tools in
integrating the resources ofan organization has become imperative. The
Knowledge Management tools run the gamut from standard tools
packages to sophisticated collaborations tools designed specially to support
community building. Generally, tools fall into one or more ofthe following
categories: Knowledge repositories (Libraries), expertise access tools,
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eJearning applications, discussion and chat technologies, search and
mining tools, e-portals, enterprises knowledge portals, groupware's, etc.
are available to manage the knowledge resources. The following are
most popular Knowledge Management tools.
Knowledge Management Is Necessary?- There arc a number of
factors that have established knowledge management as management
discipline of the decade.

1. It makes money and increases profit.
2. It puts technolory into perspective and promotes innovations.
3 . It abridges the loss of intellectual capital from retiring downsizing

athition and leaving the company.

4. It reduces duplication of efforts of the knowledge workers.
Technical Semices And User Senices
Book Selection Section: It may be repeated here that we deal in this
book only with the adminishative routine connected with book selection.
But the theory of book selection is a different matter. It requires a
volume by itself. My Librry book selection deals with it Reference may
also be made here to the foundations f the theory of book selection
which have been indicated ntlrc Five laws otlibrry scierrce.

(i) Source for Selection: The sources for book selection are varied.
Suggestions can be got not only from the trade lists and national and
State Biblio-graphies, but also from the bibliographies and reviews
occurring in bookstand periodicals.' (ii) Experts for Eelp: It should not
be presumed ttrat tre entire evaluation of selection can be done by the
library itself. It will be a good poliry to have the help ofexperts in different
subjects in making the selection. But the whole work of selection should
not be shifted to experts.

(iii) Financial Responsibility: Finance is an ultimate deciding factor
in the selection of books. No library is likely to have unlimited funds to
buy everything published<r even to buy all the most worthwhile
publications. He,nce, the greatestcare istobe exemcised in spendingthe sum
available for books.
(iv) Subject Cycles: It will help the symmetrical building up of the
stock ofthe library and add to the systematization of the work of this
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section and of the other sections, if the book resources to be added to
the library annually in the different subjects are taken up for tneatment in
systematic cycles

(v) Factors in Planning: The distinctive work ofthe. Book Selection
Section is to be plan-ned with reference to the following factors :

1. Sources;

2. Selection;

3. Indent; and

4. Finance.

Book Order Section: The work of ordering books in Indian libraries is
at present more diffrcult than it is elsewhere. It is European books and
particularly English books that figure most in Indian libraries. Thus, the
chief book markets are thousands of miles away-in far off London,
New York and other centres in Europe.

rndian Publications: In the matter of Indian publications, the situation
is even worse. The publishing tade is not yet properly organised in India
Nor is there a bookselling trade, except for school text-books. In most
cases, the author himself has to play the role of publisher and bookseller.
He lives in out-of-the-way places. As may be expected, he has not
developed business methods

Multivolumed Books: Another responsibility ofthe Book order section
is that of seeing that the Multivolumed Books are carefully watched and
that all the, volumes of a set are acquired as and when published. It is a
matter of common knowledge that frequently we come across cases of
Multivolumed Books whose volumes are published in different years.

Prepaid Books: Bookq published serially and books published on prepaid

sub-scription basis form other complicating factors which require the
greatest vigilance on the part of the Book Order Section.
Standing Vendor: It is a moot point whether it is advantageous for a
library to buy its books directly from the publishers or through a Standing
Vendor. In the case of Indian books, the question is easily decided in
favour of the former alternative
Periodical Publication Section
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The work ofthe Periodical Publication Section assumes great
magnitude in libraries of universities, research institutions and other
learned bodies. Forthe definition ofthe term *Periodical Publicat-ion',
a reference may be made to the Classfied catalogue code. As has been
stated in the Introduction to Chapter 70 ofthe same boolg
Card System: Any method that may work satisfactorily when the number
ofperiodical publications taken by a library is small, may not work when
the number increases. The bound book method of keeping the records
relating to the Periodical Publication Section breaks down absolutely as

the number ofperiodical publications taken by tre library increases beyond
acertain limit.
Three Card System: After many experiments, we have devised in the
Madras University Library the "Three card system". The routine
de-scribed in this chapter relates to this system. It is this system three
cards, each 3 x5 inches, are maintained for each periodical publication
taken in the library. They are called respectively the .R egister Cmd, the
Check Card and the Classilied Index Card.
Register Card: The Register Card is used for recording entries relating
to the volume, issue, and the dates of publication and receipt of the
perio-dical publication as and when its issues are received.

Check Card: The Check Card is intended to help the watching of the
receipt of the different issues ofthe publications and to remind us when
a particular issue becomes overdue and the need for sending a re-minder
arises.

Classified Index Card: The Classified Index Card of a publication
shows what volumes ofthe publication are available in the library.
Pnompt Release: In the matter of handling the new issues that come
from time to time, it should be a matter of honour for the Periodical
Publication Section that the issues are released for public use in as short
a time as possible after the receipt of the mail.
Accession Section: Every volume to be included in the stock of the
library is to receive a serial number called the Accession Number. The
Gift Books are to rec.eive a Donation Number, in addition to theAcces-sion
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Number. The task of assigningAccession Number and Donation Number
to volumes is rendered difficult by one or two factors.
Continuity, in Accession Number: In the first place, the apparently
trivial matter of maintaining strict continuity in Accession Number
causes some houble. In the-routine that is described in the third part
of this chapter, the task ofassigningAccessionNumbers is prescribed to
be done at one sitting at a specified timg once in a week
Delinition of Volume: Another diffrculty in assigningAccession Numbers
and Donation Numbers to volumes centres round the definition of the
word "Volume". From this point ofview it may be strated that the assign-ment
ofthe Accession Number is not merely a mechanical process. It requires,
on the conhary, much ofjudgment.
Periodical Publications: This problem takes even a more serious turn
in the case of Periodical Publications. so it is with Instalment Books. rn
the case of most of the standard books, the problem of assembling and
makingup avolume is notvery difficultasttre complete book is properly
assembled and cased before it is sold out.
Other Sections: Hence, accessioning is not a mere mechanical affair
and it requires much experience and judgment. The Accession section
will stand much to gain in this matter by indenting upon the experience of
the Maintenance Section.

Passing of Bills: It will be found that the task of passing Bills for the
ordinary books acquired bythe library is entrusted to theAccession Section
and not to the Book Order Section.

TECEMCAL SECTION: The major items ofthe work ofthe Technical
section are classi-fication and cataloguing. These pieces ofwork are of
a highly technical naturc. But this chapter does not deal with the technique
either of classification or of cataloguing. on the other hand, it deals
only with the routine connected with these two processes. It also gives
an account ofall theroutine thathas to be perforrred to rrake the volumes
fit for public use, and to bring the catalogue cabinet up to date.
Accuracy: Accuracy is the very essence of a library catalogue and of
all the marks that are made by the Technical section either in the book or
in any ofthe library records.
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Number of Sets of Catalogue: Except in very small libraries, it is found
to be certainly convenient and even necessary to have a separate set of
the cata-logue for the use of the classifier and the cataloguer.

Correction of CaIl Number: As will be seen in that part of the
introduction to chapter 28, which relates to correction collection, the call
numbers of bools will require systematic revision from time to time, in
the light ofthe experience gained in serving the books to the readers and
in conse-quence ofthe realignment and the reorientation of(he divisions
of knowledge.

Factors in Planning: The distinctive work of the Technical Section is
to be planned with reference to the following factors:

1. Classification

2. Cataloguing;

3. Preparation of the volumes for public use;

4. Correction of call numbers and catalogue entries;
5. Binding

6. Classification and cataloguing codes; and

7. Catalogue cabinet.

Circulation Section: In the Five laws of library science, it has been
stated *That in libraries books are collected for Use, kept for Use and
served for Use. The endless technical processes and routin*getting
sugges-tions from experts, acquiring by purchase or gift accessioning,
classifuing, cataloguing, shelf-registering, shelving, charging and
discharging+ll these are carried on only For Use.

Contact with Readers: While thus a library exists to get the books
used by readers, it is only two Sections ofthe library staffthat nonnally
come in contact with the readers, viz the Reference Section and the
Circulation Section

Courteous Sentinel: The counter is the Rubicon and the Circulation
Section forms in a sense, the sentinels who watch and regulate the ingress
and the egress of the users of the library.
Extreme Vigilance: The responsibility of the Circulation Section is
particularly heavy in open access libraries. It is to be remembered
that in an open access library.
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Counter Equipment: While the Circulation Section should take up
all the responsi-bilities forthe safety ofthe resources ofthe library, fte
library authorities should not stin! or cause any delay, in getting the counter
arrangement particularly the wicket-gate arrangement, as perfect and
effrcient as necessary.

Variety of Functions: In addition to playing the role of sentinels, the
circulation section have to maintain all the records relating to each one
of the thousands of users of the library.
Theory of Issue Method: The main work entrusted to the Circulation
Section is the issue work. It is not proposed to deal with the theory or
the history of issue methods in this manual.

references section: "Reference Seroice" and "Reference Staf?, are
new phrases which have not yet found their way into dictionaries.
New meaning: The basic notions about reference service and reference
staff that follow immediately from the Law of Library Science, are
indicated in my Five laws. It may be stated here ttrat the main conclusion
is just the opposite of the outlook described in Wyer,s book.
Review of Literature

*Thakur (2003)r discuss that presents presents, the role of
knowledge man4gernent in business, learning and research organizations.
It is a need ofthe hourto big medium, small and all kinds of organizations
to cope with the challenges of knowledge management in the new
century. *Mishra (2002), in forms that, Knowledge Management is
the upshot of the concentrated research of the scientists to contive the
abundant growth of inforrration in an effrcacious way with the help of
modern technological devices. *Rajyalakashmi (2004f discusses that
the concept of marketing, need for marketing of knowledge products
and services in Libraries in the present context, the activities which can
be undertaken for marketing; different pnrducts which become financial
resource generators for Libraries. *Sasiraka e007), describes tha!
knowledge economy where knowledge has emerged as the most crucial
riesource. This knowledge is not important only for business but forthe
society as a whole.
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OBJECTM, SCOPE AI\D METHODOLOGy - l.
To find out basic activities of knowledge management in Technical
services in Academic libraries.

2. To find out need for knowledge management and technical
services.

3. To find out processes and functions of knowledge management
and technical services inAcademic libraries.

4. To find out knowledge management and technical services in
Academic library.

METHODOLOGY
The study method is called methodolory as method is path of

achieving or approaching to a problem. Thus, the categorization of the
proposed investigation into a certain tlpe of Survey, in questionnaire
methods are used.

l. ObservationMethod

2. QuestionnaireMethod
OBSERVATION METHOI!-The observation method is the most
commoly used meftod qpeciaty in studies relating to behavioural sciences.
In a way, we all observe things around as, but this sort of observation is not
scienffic obseruation Observation becomes a scienffic tool and the method
of data collection for the researcher, under the observation method the
inforrration is sought by way of investigator is own direct observation.
Withoutas King fromthe respondents. For instance in a studyto relating
consumer behaviour, the investigation instead of as king the brand of
wrist watch used by the respondent may himself look at the watch. The
main advantage of this method is that objective bias is eliminated, if
observation is done accurately. There are several techniques available
for data collection such as questionnaire method personal interview, diary
method and observation in present study, questionnaire method was used
in data collection. The questionnaire method was used in data collection.
The questionnaire (for users) comprises 30 questions with options to
exprcss any comments regarding use of Information Science and
Services. In total 100 questionnaires were distributed among the
Student In which 16 were filled and returned.
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QIIESTIOI\NAIRE METHO- This method of data collection is quite
popular, particularly in case of big enquires. It is being adopted by private
individuals, research scholars, private and public organizations and even
by government. In this method a questionnaire is sent to the persons
concerned with the request to answer the question and return the
questionnaire. A questionnaire consists of a number of question printed
or typed in a definite order on a form or set of forms. The questionnaire
is mailed to respondents who are exported to real and understand. The
question and write down the reply in the space meant for the purpose in
the questionnaire itself. The respondents have to answerto question on
their own. The method of collecting data by mailing the questionnaire to
respondents is most extensively employed in various economic and
business surveys. This method is of low cost even when the universe is
large and is widely spread geographically.

DATA ANAYSIS AIYD FII\IDINGS
The present study was conducted on the "Knowledge

Management Technical Services and User Services ImFrovement in
Academic Library: A Case Study C.C.S. University, Meerut.

Table I Technical Servhes in Library

s.
No.

Technical Services No. of
Resmndent

ohage

I CAs(Current awareness
services)

46 92

2 Selective dissemination of
information

39 78

3 Inter Librarv loan 18 36
4 References 34 68
5 lrtemet 48 96
6 Urcul afi on fl.encli ne service s 36 72
7 Abstactins/Indexins 45 90
8 Bibliopnaohv 27 54
9 Translation Services 6 t2
t0 Reprographic Services 24 48

Thble I indicates that the majority 48(96%) user belong to internet
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in library and minority ofthe user 6(12%o)belong to translation services.
Conclusion

The study sought to analyze the *Knowledge Management,
Technical Services and users services important in academic libraries:
A Case Study of C.C.S. University Campus, Meeruf'the study taken
the user as a sample. Most of the objectives are most satisfactory and
most of the user of C.C.S. University Library are use available library
services but ratio of services used by users is different because it is
dependent upon the tSpe of work or library lending reference services
are the most used services by the library users.
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